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PHYSICAL REVIEW FLUIDS 7, 064309 (2022)

Improved guidelines of indoor airborne transmission taking into account
departure from the well-mixed assumption

Jorge S. Salinas ,* K. A. Krishnaprasad , N. Zgheib , and S. Balachandar †

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, University of Florida,
Gainesville, Florida 32611, USA

(Received 18 April 2022; accepted 14 June 2022; published 30 June 2022)

The well-mixed assumption has been widely used in predicting the spread of infectious
diseases in indoor spaces. It is to be expected that a perfect well-mixed state will not be
achieved in an indoor space at any reasonable level of ventilation. This work evaluates the
well-mixed assumption by comparing the theory with results from large eddy simulations.
The robustness of the well-mixed theory is established by comparing at four different
levels. The comparison also points out systematic departures in pathogen concentration
which can be accurately accounted for with an easily implementable correction factor to
quantities such as cumulative exposure time. With the well-mixed model as the baseline,
the correction factor can be used to account for additional important problem-specific
details. We demonstrate that more accurately accounting for variability in pathogen con-
centration can help obtain improved estimates for enhanced guidelines of indoor airborne
transmission. We further demonstrate that at source-sink separation distances smaller than
5 m, the well-mixed theory on average underestimates the risk of contagion, while for
distances larger than about 5 m, the well-mixed theory’s prediction, on average, is overly
restrictive.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevFluids.7.064309

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent COVID-19 pandemic has devastated the lives and the livelihood of millions of
people around the world. This devastation has brought increased awareness to the manner in which
infectious diseases spread among the population. In particular, COVID-19 has now been well
recognized to transmit from an infected person to a receiving host in three different ways: (i) Direct
route of transmission where the ejected droplets, especially the larger ones, travel ballistically from
the mouth or nose of the infected to the receiver. (ii) Fomite route of transmission where the droplets
that fall to the ground or nearby surfaces are the source of contagion when the receiver comes into
bodily contact with the infected surfaces. (iii) Airborne route of transmission where the ejected
virus-laden small droplets quickly evaporate to become airborne nuclei that are carried by the air
currents before infecting a receiving host [1–10]. The airborne route has been confirmed to be a
potent mechanism of spreading since the airborne viruses can travel long distances before infecting
scores of others. In fact, many of the documented super-spreading events from around the world
have been connected with airborne transmission [8,11–16]. It should be noted however that in the
few cases where direct contact or fomite transmission is presumed, respiratory transmission has not
been completely excluded [17].
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The viruses are typically a hundred nanometers or smaller in size, and therefore they can be
easily carried far and wide by airborne micron-sized nuclei that are not visible to the naked eye. The
rich aroma of fresh brewed coffee or hot baked bread wafting through the air and reaching the far
corners of a building provide ample evidence that airborne viruses can indeed travel long distances
from their point of origin. This analogy also highlights the important difference between indoor and
outdoor spreading of the virus-laden nuclei. In an indoor space, the average viral concentration, due
to a continuous release of virus-laden nuclei by an infectious source, may reach a substantial level
that could infect a number of occupants. This is why airborne transmission has been identified as the
primary mode of infection in the super-spreading events mentioned above [8]. In contrast, in outdoor
spaces, under most prevailing ambient conditions, the dilution of viral contagion is typically strong
enough that the probability of spreading is greatly diminished [18].

The past two years have seen vigorous research toward quantifying the generation of virus-laden
nuclei from breathing, talking, coughing, and sneezing [6,19–27] as well as the dispersal of airborne
nuclei within indoor spaces to infect others [2,8,28–35]. For example, Asadi et al. [21] show that for
normal human speech and regardless of the spoken language, the rate of particle emission is affected
by loudness of vocalization, ranging from about 1 to 50 particles per second (0.06 to 3 particles per
cm3) for low to high amplitudes. They further indicate that a small fraction of the population acts as
“speech superemitters,” consistently releasing an order of magnitude more particles than their peers.
Furthermore, Asadi et al. [23] indicate that surgical masks and KN95 respirators have been shown
to decrease the outward particle emission rates by 90% and 74% on average during speaking and
coughing, respectively. However, the efficacy of cloth masks in reducing particle emission rates may
be substantially reduced by the need to speak more loudly when wearing such masks. Moreover,
Bazant et al. [34] have suggested monitoring indoor concentrations of carbon dioxide to quantify
the risk of airborne transmission. They proposed a mathematical model to enable predictions of
airborne transmission risks from real-time carbon dioxide measurements.

Infectiousness of an epidemic is measured in terms of the reproduction number, which is the
number of positive transmissions per infected individual [36–39]. Bazant and Bush [8], in their
comprehensive investigation, introduced the indoor airborne reproduction number as the expected
number of transmissions in a room of total occupancy N from a single infected person. According to
their definition, the indoor reproduction number is a function of time, and it represents the number
of transmissions from the moment the infected person enters the room. With this definition, they
were able to convincingly explain explosive spreading of the infection in the super-spreading events
and develop guidelines to limit indoor spreading.

By setting the indoor reproduction number to be smaller than a risk threshold, Bazant and
Bush [8] obtained an expression for the cumulative exposure time (CET), which they use as a
framework to develop social distancing guidelines. CET is the maximum safe duration a group
of N potential receivers can gather in an indoor space with one infected individual, and maintain
the reproduction number less than the risk threshold. The fundamental quantity that connects the
infected and the receiving persons is the pathogen concentration C(r, t ), which is the number of
virions in nuclei of size r − dr/2 to r + dr/2 in a unit volume of air at the receiver. In addition
to pathogen concentration, CET also depends on the volumetric breathing rate of the receiver, the
filtration efficiency of the receiver’s mask, and virological factors such as relative transmissibility,
and infectivity (see Ref. [8]).

Following the pioneering works of Wells [40] and Riley [41], the assumption of a well-mixed air
volume has been used by many others in analyzing the spread of several infectious diseases in indoor
spaces [8,42–48]. According to the well-mixed assumption, the ejected nuclei, and the virions
contained within, rapidly spread over the entire volume and are available to any receiver at equal
probability. This assumption is necessary to pose the problem of viral transmission in a general way
to develop safety guidelines for broad applicability. Without the well-mixed assumption, quantities
such as pathogen concentration and CET will depend on the specific location of both the infected and
the receiving person within the indoor space, thereby substantially complicating further deduction
of safety guidelines.
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The well-mixed assumption is rooted in the important fact that the flow within indoor spaces is
turbulent, due to either natural or forced ventilation, and that turbulence promotes good mixing of
the airborne nuclei. Though it is now well understood that turbulence can also de-mix and create
preferential regions of much higher concentration than the average value [49], this mechanism is
expected to be inactive in the case of airborne nuclei, due to their small Stokes number [50]. It can
be expected that a perfect well-mixed state will not be achieved in an indoor space at any reasonable
level of ventilation. The limitations of the well-mixed assumption are well recognized by previous
modelers. For example, Bazant and Bush [8] point out that the pathogen concentration around a
receiver who is located in the direct flow path of an infected person’s exhalation can be substantially
larger than the average pathogen concentration obtained from the well-mixed assumption. Accord-
ingly, CET for such a receiver will be much smaller than what the guideline, developed based
on well-mixed concentration, would recommend. However, there are receiver locations where the
pathogen concentration may be much smaller than the well-mixed concentration, and in such cases,
the average guideline can be overly restrictive. It should be noted that the well-mixed assumption
has also been investigated in the context of cooling and heating of indoor spaces [51,52].

The well-mixed assumption can be separated into the following three related assertions. First,
the location of the infected person (source) within the indoor volume does not matter. Second, the
location of the receiving person (sink) does not matter in terms of CET. Third, it follows that the
relative position of the infected and the receiving persons (whether it is 6 feet or 60 feet) does
not matter as well [8]. This work will evaluate the well-mixed assumption at different levels by (i)
comparing the well-mixed model against room-averaged statistics from LES, (ii) monitoring the
change in the room-averaged pathogen concentration as the source location is varied within the
room, (iii) analyzing the departure of pathogen concentration at different receiver (sink) locations
from the well-mixed concentration, and (iv) assessing the dependence of pathogen concentration on
the distance between the source and sink within the room.

The attractiveness of the well-mixed approach [8,40,41] is its simplicity, while comprehen-
sively incorporating all the relevant flow physics, mask effectiveness, and epidemiological factors.
Thus, the well-mixed approach will remain in common use and guide policy decisions regarding
social distancing. The present four-level evaluation of the well-mixed assumption will highlight
its robustness. Furthermore, it will also point out systematic statistical departures in pathogen
concentration from the well-mixed concentration that warrant further attention. These departures
can be accurately accounted for with an easily implementable correction factor to quantities such as
CET. The well-mixed model will remain the baseline of the present work, and the correction factor
may be used to account for additional important aspects such as source to sink separation.

II. MATHEMATICAL AND NUMERICAL FORMULATION

A. Fluid phase

We examine the implications of the well-mixed approximation in a canonical room of size
10 m × 10 m × 3.2 m with a typical four-way inlet surrounding a central outlet ventilation system
that is located on the ceiling at the center of the room [see Fig. 2(E)]. The ventilation system is
comprised of four inlets of size 0.055 m × 0.44 m surrounding an outlet of size 0.6 m × 0.6 m
[see Fig. 2(E)—inlets in magenta, outlet in green] placed at the center of the ceiling of a 10 m ×
10 m × 3.2 m room. Three simulations are considered for which air, of density ρ f = 1.2041 Kg/m3

and viscosity μ f = 1.81 × 10−5 Ns/m2, is ejected at a speed of 3.57, 7.14, or 14.28 m/s. These
air speeds result in ACH values of 2.5, 5, and 10, respectively, for which the corresponding total
inlet Reynolds number Rein = 4ρ f UinAin/μ f becomes 2.30 × 104, 4.6 × 104, and 9.2 × 104. ACH,
which has dimensions of h−1, stands for air changes per hour and corresponds to the ratio of
volumetric flow rate in m3h−1 to the room volume in m3. The average dissipation rate within the
room can be estimated from the kinetic energy of the inlet, and the associated Kolmogorov length
scale is O(150) μm for an ACH of 10. The Kolmogorov scale decreases with increasing ventilation
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (A) Decay of nuclei concentration vs time. Simulation data “o” vs exponential fit “−” for
ACH = 10. (B) ACH-scaled decay rate λ̃ vs ACH-scaled settling velocity Ṽs. The horizontal dashed line
represents λ̃ = 1, which corresponds to the theoretical estimate for very small nuclei. Inset: Dimensional λ

vs Vs. The three horizontal lines represent the theoretical estimates for very small nuclei for each ACH value.
(C) Proportion of nuclei that exit through the floor (χ̃ f ), the outlet (χ̃o), and the walls (χ̃w) relative to the total
number of nuclei that were removed. The vertical dashed line represents the cutoff size for airborne nuclei in
the well-mixed theory.

as ACH−3/4. The resolution of the entire range of turbulent length (and time) scales poses a great
challenge, even without accounting for the smaller-sized nuclei. Therefore, in the present work we
use large eddy simulations (LES, [53]) for the fluid in the room with the nuclei taken into account
through the point-particle model (Euler-Lagrange simulations [33,50]).

The gas-phase governing equations are the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations. The filtered
gas-phase governing equations have been rigorously derived in the context of Euler-Lagrange
multiphase flow simulations [54]. In the present limit of very low droplet volume fraction, the
governing equations can be further simplified to obtain the following equations:

∇ · ũ = 0, (1)

∂ũ
∂t

+ ũ · ∇ũ = −∇ p̃ + (ν + νt )∇2ũ, (2)

where tilde indicates a filtered variable when used for Eulerian fields. The filtering process intro-
duces an unknown subgrid Reynolds stress term into the filtered momentum equation, which has
been closed with the eddy viscosity model, where the turbulent eddy viscosity νt is obtained using
the dynamic Smagorinsky model [55,56]. The above equations are appropriate for the case of an
externally forced flow within a room driven by an air conditioning unit. In real situations, there may
be additional convective flow within the room induced by local heating due to human presence.
Such buoyancy-driven flow is not accounted for in the above governing equations. Although the
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FIG. 2. Concentration from the source perspective. For the ACH = 5 case, composite plot of contours of
Nso at (A) z = 1.6 m (violet planes) and (B) y = 5 m (orange planes), for different nuclei sizes (A1–A3 and
B1–B3). Also, for planes A1–A3, we show the probability density function (PDF) for the scaled concentration
Nso for each nuclei size in the entire room. Note that the PDFs and contour plots are colored by values of Nso.
Furthermore, the insets show the (C) standard deviation σso and (D) absolute value of skewness |Skso| of the
PDFs as a function of scaled settling Ṽs, for all cases.

inclusion of the buoyancy efforts in the simulations is straightforward, here we have chosen to
ignore the buoyancy-induced flow, since its inclusion requires specification of additional details,
such as the location of the heat source and the rate of heat emission. As we will see later, such
problem specific details prevent us from seeking a broad generalization to the well-mixed theory.
Furthermore, based on the present results, the average droplet nuclei within the room, at the level
of the well-mixed theory, depends only on the settling rate and the rate at which air flow exits the
room. Extra circulation within the room due to buoyancy will only play a secondary role. Of course
this point needs to be verified.

B. Droplet nuclei phase

Each ejected nuclei is individually tracked. In the present context of dilute two-phase flow, direct
(collision) and indirect (fluid-mediated) interactions within the dispersed phase are neglected. The
governing equations for the position and velocity of the lth nucleus are given by

d

dt

[
Xl

Vl

]
=

[
Vl

Fl/ml

]
. (3)
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Here, ml = 4πr3
l ρp/3 is the mass of the lth nucleus, where ρp = 1000 Kg/m3 is the density of the

nucleus of radius rl .
Due to the relatively large density ratio (ρ = ρp/ρ f ), forces apart from the quasisteady and

gravitational forces are neglected. As a result, the total force Fl acting on the lth nucleus becomes
the summation of the quasisteady (Fqs,l ), and gravity-buoyancy (Fg,l ) forces, i.e.,

Fl = Fqs,l + Fg,l = 6πμ f rl (u(Xl ) − Vl )	(Rel ) + Vl (ρp − ρ f ) |g|, (4)

where Vl = 4πr3
l /3 is the volume of the lth nucleus. The Reynolds number of the lth nucleus

is computed as Rel = 2ρ f |u(Xl ) − Vl |rl/μ f . The function 	(Rel ) = 1 + 0.15Re0.687
l is the finite

Reynolds number drag correction, which depends on the nucleus Reynolds number. In Eq. (4),
the fluid velocity u is evaluated at the center of the lth nucleus (Xl ) through interpolation. Since
we have filtered the effect of eddies smaller than the grid size, this fluid velocity evaluated at the
nucleus center requires an additional contribution. It is computed as u(Xl ) = ũ(Xl ) + u′(Xl ), where
the resolved part ũ reflects the macroscale flow computed in the Euler-Lagrange LES, and u′ is the
contribution from the unresolved subgrid eddies. With this in mind, we compute the perturbation
velocity using the Langevin model [57–61]

u′[Xl (t + 
t ), t + 
t] =
[

1 −
(

1

2
+ 3C0

4

)
C2

s |S̃|
2CY


t

]
u′[Xl (t ), t] +

√
C0/3 ε̃
t fw ξ, (5)

where ε̃ = νt |S̃|2 is the dissipation rate that depends on the filtered strain rate tensor S̃, and 
t is
the simulation time step. The wall filter function fw is unity over most of the computational domain
except within 100 wall units close to any boundary, where it goes to zero in an anisotropic manner
[61]. Parameters Cs = 0.18, C0 = 2.1, and CY = 0.039 are obtained from previous works [62,63]
and ξ ∼ N (0, 1) is a Gaussian-distributed random variable.

For nuclei smaller than 10 μm, as inertial effects are negligible, an equilibrium-Lagrangian
model [64] is used, where the nuclei trajectories are obtained from

dXl/dt = u(Xl ) + Vs,l . (6)

The velocity of the lth nucleus becomes the superposition of the fluid velocity at the nucleus center
and the nucleus settling velocity. The latter is computed as

Vs,l = r2
l (ρ + 0.5)

18μ f 	(Rep,l )

(
1 − 3

2ρ + 1

)
g, (7)

where Rep,l = 2ρ f |Vs,l |rl/μ f .
It should be noted that the ejected droplets, irrespective of the mode of ejection (speaking,

singing, etc.), rapidly evaporate to their final fully evaporated droplet nuclei state within a second or
so after ejection [6,65]. As a result, the present room-scale simulations consider only the dispersion
of the fully evaporated airborne droplet nuclei within the indoor space. A large number of droplet
nuclei of 10 different sizes is introduced into the room. Their position and velocity are advanced in
time according to Eq. (3). By considering only the post-evaporation state, the size of each droplet
nuclei remains the same over time. In doing so, we keep our approach general without restricting it
to specific ambient conditions. The present results remain general and can be applied to any specific
ejection scenario and ambient condition by appropriately choosing the initial size spectra of the
droplet nuclei ejected by the “source” to correctly reflect the physiological nature of the ejection
process and the ambient conditions under consideration. In the present work, we also assume the
viral load to be proportional to the volume of the droplet nuclei [30].

C. Numerical methodology and simulation details

The gas-phase LES equations are solved using a highly scalable spectral element solver [66].
The Lagrangian droplets are solved using the highly scalable point-particle library ppiclF [67].
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The domain is discretized using 60 × 60 × 16 hexahedral elements (of polynomial order five) with
63 Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre (GLL) grid points within each element. This results in a total of 12.4
million grid points, with an average of 19 grid points below 30 wall-units, near the four side walls.
A Dirichlet boundary condition velocity is imposed at the inlets [see Fig. 2(E)], while an open
boundary condition is used at the outlet [68]. No-slip and no penetration conditions are used at the
lateral walls, floor, and ceiling. The turbulent flow is allowed to reach a statistically steady-state
before introducing the nuclei to the simulation. 20 million nuclei of ten different radii, ranging from
100 nm to 25 μm, are randomly but uniformly positioned within the room. The nuclei are then
transported by the flow, where they would eventually settle to the floor, deposit on the walls and
ceiling, or be removed by the outlet. We performed three simulations with different ACH values of
2.5, 5, and 10. The cost of each simulation amounts to approximately 221,000 CPU hours.

III. STATISTICAL FRAMEWORK

Consider the scenario of an infected person (source) entering the room at t = 0 and located at xso

inside the room. The risk of infection for a stationary receiving person (sink) located at xsi depends
on the local pathogen concentration c(t, xsi, xso), measured as number of virions per volume.
Following Ref. [8] c(t, xsi, xso) = ∫

n(t, xsi, xso, r)V (r)cv (r)dr, where the integration is over all
possible radii of the nuclei, V (r) = 4πr3/3 is the volume of a droplet nucleus of radius r, and cv (r)
is the size-dependent concentration of virion inside the nuclei [4,69,70]. Here n(t, xsi, xso, r) is the
concentration of nuclei of radius r, measured as the number of nuclei per volume of air per size, at
the sink location as a function of time, conditioned on the source being located at xso. The nuclei
concentration can further be expressed as n(t, xsi, xso, r) = n̂(t, xsi, xso, r)Qbnso(r), where Qb is the
breathing rate of the infected person and nso(r) is the concentration of exhaled nuclei of radius r
that remain airborne. With this definition, the fundamental quantity to be analyzed in this study is
n̂(t, xsi, xso, r), which corresponds to the normalized nuclei concentration at the sink location xsi as
a function of time for a steady injection rate of 1 nucleus of radius r per second by a source at xso.
Due to the inhomogeneous nature of the indoor flow, n̂ depends on the specific locations of both the
source and the sink.

We denote the corresponding quantity in the well-mixed theory as n̂wm(t, r), which corresponds
to the well-mixed concentration of nuclei of radius r at time t . This concentration is the same at all
sink locations within the room and is also independent of the source location. However, complete
characterization of n̂ depends on all possible combinations of source and sink locations within the
room. Furthermore, due to the turbulent nature of the flow, for a given source and sink combination,
n̂ will exhibit random fluctuations as a function of time. These random fluctuations are nonexistent
for n̂wm due to the double averaging over all possible source and sink locations. In essence, n̂ is a far
more complex quantity that is both a random function of time and dependent on seven additional
degrees of freedom (r, xso and xsi).

The well-mixed theory can now be evaluated at four different levels. (i) In the simulations, the
well-mixed concentration can be approximated with a double average over all possible source and
sink locations as

〈〈n̂〉〉(t, r) =
∫

xso

∫
xsi

n̂(t, xsi, xso, r)dxsidxso/V
2, (8)

where the integrals are over the entire room of volume V . A comparison of n̂wm with 〈〈n̂〉〉 will reveal
the strength of the simple model used in past studies [8] in making predictions at the room-averaged
level. (ii) The simulation results when averaged only over all possible sink locations as

〈n̂〉si(t, xso, r) =
∫

xsi

n̂(t, xsi, xso, r)dxsi/V (9)
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will reveal the dependence of room-averaged pathogen concentration on the location of the source.
(iii) The simulation results when averaged only over all possible source locations as

〈n̂〉so(t, xsi, r) =
∫

xso

n̂(t, xsi, xso, r)dxso/V (10)

will reveal the dependence of pathogen concentration on the location of the sink. (iv) At the final
level, the simulation results n̂(t, xsi, xso, r) without any averaging over source or sink location will
be compared against 〈〈n̂〉〉(t, r) to reveal if there are source-sink combinations that are 1, 2, 4, or
8 m apart that are substantially more prone to disease spreading than what is predicted based on the
well-mixed assumption.

To make reliable inferences from the above comparisons, it is imperative that the different quan-
tities being compared be evaluated with adequate statistical convergence. Statistical convergence
is easier to obtain in the double-averaged 〈〈n̂〉〉 and in the single-averaged 〈n̂〉si or 〈n̂〉so. Statistical
convergence is harder in case of unaveraged n̂.

We must point out that each source and sink location within the room presents a unique situation
for airborne viral dispersion. Therefore, to fully evaluate the statistical behavior of n̂(t, xsi, xso, r),
all possible values of xsi and xso must be considered. A naive approach will be to perform a large
number of LES, with each simulation focusing on one particular source-sink combination. However,
given the computational cost of an individual LES, such an approach of performing a large number
of LES would be prohibitively expensive. Clearly, an LES of the droplet nuclei dispersion process
from an individual to another individual in the room is computationally well within reach, since
such simulations are quite similar to those reported in the present manuscript.

We surmount these challenges with a novel statistical overloading technique. We perform a single
large eddy simulation with an abundance of nuclei of varying size, far in excess of what is typically
ejected by an infected individual. The one-way coupled nature of the problem (i.e., the suspended
nuclei do not alter the flow) allows for this overloading. By distributing and monitoring the nuclei
over the entire volume of the indoor space, we obtain the requisite converged statistical information
for any source-sink combination.

We should also note that we are tracking all of the 20 million droplet nuclei in each simulation.
Whether they deposit on the ground, the sidewalls, or the ceiling, or whether they exit through the
outlet, they are all tracked from the point of ejection to the point of exit. We could obtain some of
the statistics presented in this work using a passive scalar field (with added settling velocity) with
an Euler-Euler (EE) framework [64]. However, with the EE framework we would not be able to
precisely track dispersion of droplets from a source to a sink. Lagrangian markers allow us to track
individual nuclei of various sizes from any source location to any sink location. This would not be
possible with a scalar field and would thus defeat the purpose of the present work.

While the statistics are computed based on a large ensemble of droplet nuclei, in the evaluation
of the infectiveness of an individual entering a room, we use exactly the same number density of
droplet nuclei for each expelled event as in Ref. [8]. The ejected droplet spectra for different ejection
activities were obtained from the experimental work of Ref. [71].

By understanding how pathogen concentration varies within the indoor space under different
source and sink scenarios, it is possible to extend the well-mixed theory to develop enhanced
guidelines that can be adapted to specific scenarios. This additional information on pathogen
concentration variation within an indoor space is what we plan to systematically develop with the
above defined four levels of comparison. By choosing the normalized nuclei concentration as the
basis of comparison with the well-mixed theory of Ref. [8], we fully leverage their comprehensive
prediction framework. Quantities such as CET, which are important for the development of safety
guidelines, can be readily evaluated taking into account how local pathogen concentration departs
from the well-mixed value with a simple correction factor. This simple scaling based on local
pathogen concentration is possible because all other factors such as breathing rate, mask efficiency,
and epidemiological parameters can be taken to remain the same.
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IV. SOURCE AND SINK-AVERAGED STATISTICS

According to the well-mixed theory, the room-averaged nuclei concentration steadily increases
upon the arrival of the infected person and reaches a steady-state when the rate of nuclei exhalation
balances the rate at which the nuclei exit the room through the outlet and by settling to the floor.
The time evolution of normalized nuclei concentration is expressed as [8,15,40,41]

n̂wm(t, r) = 1

λwm(r)V
{1 − exp[−λwm(r)t]}, (11)

where the decay rate is given by

λwm(r) = ACHe f (r)

3600
+ Vs(r)

H
, (12)

where Vs(r) and H represent the size-dependent droplet settling velocity and room height, respec-
tively. The effective ACH can be expressed as ACHef(r) = ACHnr + ACHrη f (r), where ventilation
is divided into a recycled part (ACHr) and a nonrecycled part (ACHnr), and η f (r) is the size-
dependent efficiency of filtration of the recycled air. The rate of viral removal by deactivation has
been taken to be zero in the present simulations. The theory thus splits the decay rate into two
contributions, the first due to ventilation, and the second due to settling. The settling velocity can
be expressed as Vs(r) = 2ρr2g/(9ν f 	) [19], where ρ ≈ 103 is the ratio of ejected fluid density
to air density, g the gravitational acceleration, ν f the kinematic viscosity of air, and 	 the finite
Reynolds number drag correction, which deviates from unity for droplets of radius greater than
5 μm. For small droplets of settling velocity Vs � H (ACHe f /3600) the decay rate is mainly due to
ventilation, whereas for large droplets of Vs 	 H (ACHe f /3600) the decay rate is mainly through
floor deposition.

The normalized nuclei concentration obtained from the ACH = 10 simulation, double-averaged
over all source and sink locations, is shown in Fig. 1(A). Note the concentration has been divided by
the terminal value of 〈〈n̂〉〉∞(r) = 〈〈n̂〉〉(t → ∞, r) = 1/[λ(r)V ] and thus the plots of all ten sizes
approach unity with increasing time. The excellent agreement with the exponential fits demonstrates
that Eq. (11) can adequately describe the LES results as well.

The decay rate λ, obtained from each exponential fit, is plotted as a function of settling velocity
for the ten different nuclei sizes and three different ACH values in the inset of Fig. 1(B). An excellent
collapse across the different ACH cases is obtained by plotting the nondimensional decay rate as a
function of nondimensional settling velocity in Fig. 1(B), where

λ̃ = 3600

ACH
λ and Ṽs = 3600

ACH

Vs

H
. (13)

Also plotted in the figure is λ̃wm given in Eq. (12). It is remarkable that the simple theory of Bazant
and Bush [8] is able to capture the decay rate quite accurately over a wide range of nuclei sizes
(and settling velocities). It can be seen that in the limit of very small nuclei the theoretical decay
rate is within 1% of the simulation data. It should be borne in mind that the simulation results are
somewhat dependent on the room size, shape and ventilation inlet and outlet locations.

By equating the characteristic times for droplet settling and removal through ventilation, Bazant
and Bush [8] defined a critical droplet radius rc = √

9ν f (ACH)H	/(7200ρg), whose critical
nondimensional settling velocity is Ṽsc = 1 (marked by a dashed vertical line). Droplet nuclei of
size r > rc were assumed to settle too fast and were not included in their evaluation of pathogen
concentration. It is quite impressive that the theory is able to accurately predict the simulated decay
rate even for larger nuclei of Ṽs ≈ 10Ṽsc. For larger droplets, we observe the simulated nuclei decay
rate to increase above the theoretical prediction.

The fact that larger droplets may remain airborne can be of significance. Such droplets exit the
room mostly by gravitational settling, so that their λ(r) ≈ Vs(r)/H , which means their 〈〈n̂〉〉∞(r) ≈
H/[Vs(r)V ]. If we combine this estimate of nuclei concentration with that for settling velocity
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Vs(r) ∝ r2 and droplet volume V (r) ∝ r3, then we obtain the normalized volumetric concentration
to scale as 〈〈n̂〉〉∞(r)V (r) ∝ r. This normalized concentration must be multiplied by Qbnso(r) to
obtain the unnormalized volumetric concentration of airborne nuclei. Therefore, the importance of
larger droplets depends on whether nso(r) decays faster than 1/r in the size range corresponding to
Ṽs > 1. We shall discuss this further when we consider implications to guidelines.

In addition to capturing the total decay rate with remarkable accuracy, the theory is also able to
predict how droplet nuclei exit the room as shown in Fig. 1(C). In the present LES, we observe that
a more representative model for the decay rate is

λ(r) = λo(r) + λ f (r) + λw(r), (14)

which includes three exit mechanisms: through ventilation outlet, by gravitational (floor) settling,
and by wall deposition. With the present Langevin model that accounts for the effects of subgrid
turbulence, we observe χ̃w(r) = λw(r)/λ(r) to constitute up to 3% to 6% of the total amount of
nuclei that exit the room. We also oblserve that the amount of wall deposition, albeit small, increases
with ACH.

The ratios χ̃ f , χ̃o, and χ̃w are plotted in Fig. 1(C), along with the well-mixed theoretical estimates
given in Eq. (12). Note that the three ratios add up to unity, χ̃ f + χ̃o + χ̃w = 1 and that χ̃w,wm = 0 in
the well-mixed theory. When plotted in nondimensional quantities, the results for the three different
ACH show excellent collapse and become solely a function of Ṽs for Ṽs � 0.1. The effect of ACH is
however apparent for Ṽs � 0.1, where wall deposition increases with ACH, albeit by a few percent.
The increased wall deposition is counter-balanced by a decrease in ventilation outlet removal. For
Ṽs � 0.1 the airborne nuclei can be considered small, and for a fixed ACH, the ratios take nearly
constant values.

The largest disparity between the simulation results (shown as squares) and the theoretical
estimates (shown as crosses) is observed for χ̃w. This difference is the result of the fact that the
well-mixed theory does not account for wall deposition. The theory also overpredicts χ̃o by about
5% to 15% and underpredicts the floor settling by nearly the same amount.

It is important to note that when nuclei removal by wall deposition is taken together with exit
through ventilation outlet, the well-mixed theory is quite accurate and incurs only a small error. The
ability to separate nuclei removal through wall and floor deposition versus ventilation can become
important when accounting for air recycling and filtration efficiency.

V. SINK-AVERAGED STATISTICS: SOURCE PERSPECTIVE

In this section we place the source, which is releasing virus-laden nuclei at a constant rate, at a
specific location within the room and investigate the effect of source location on the room-averaged
normalized nuclei concentration (i.e., we average over all possible sink locations). To simplify the
investigation and remove t as a parameter, we only focus on the steady-state concentration long
after the source has entered the room (i.e., as t → ∞). We plan to obtain the sink-averaged statistics
〈n̂〉si,∞(xso, r) for the different nuclei sizes as a function of source location and compare the results
with the double-averaged quantity 〈〈n̂〉〉∞(r) = 1/[λ(r)V ].

The ratio Nso(xso, r) = 〈n̂〉si,∞(xso, r)/〈〈n̂〉〉∞(r) is presented in Fig. 2 as a composite plot for
the ACH = 5 case. Contours of the 3D field Nso(xso, r) are shown at (A) z = 1.6 m (violet planes)
and (B) y = 5 m (orange planes), for different nuclei sizes (A1–A3 and B1–B3). We also show the
probability density function (PDF) of Nso for each nuclei size sampled over all source locations
within the room. Note that the PDFs are colored by values of Nso, and that the mean value of Nso,
averaged over all the source locations, is 1 by definition. Therefore, regions where Nso < 1 indicate
source locations that are relatively well ventilated where the resulting sink-averaged concentration
is lower than the room average value. However, regions where Nso > 1 indicate source locations
that are relatively poorly ventilated where the resulting sink-averaged concentration is higher. Thus,
it is of interest to examine the spread of Nso as given in the PDFs.
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Figure 2(C) shows the standard deviation σso and Fig. 2(D) shows the absolute value of skewness
|Skso| of the PDFs as a function of the scaled settling velocity Ṽs for all cases. We observe three
regimes: Regime I (Ṽs � 1): Bazant and Bush [8] considered only small nuclei, demarcated by the
dashed grey lines marked 1 in Figs. 2(C) and 2(D), to remain airborne. These small nuclei exhibit
a Gaussian-like distribution with a small constant standard deviation of ≈10% and a left-sided tail
[i.e., negative skewness Skso—see Fig. 2(D)]; the small value of σso supports the assertion that these
small nuclei are well-mixed, independent of the source location. As an example of small nuclei, if
we focus on r = 0.1 μm [Fig. 2(A1) and 2(B1)], a characteristic distribution displaying the dihedral
symmetry of the square planform is seen in Fig. 2(A1). The contour values at this elevation of
z = 1.6 m are quite close to unity supporting the well-mixed assumption. We observe that Nso is
relatively large right at the center of the room (below the outlet), but small near the side walls and
room corners.

Regime II (1 � Ṽs � 10): For these intermediate size nuclei, σso increases and skewness de-
creases up until Ṽs � 10 (demarcated by the dashed grey lines marked 2), where Skso ≈ 0. As can
be seen from Figs. 2(A2) and 2(B2), for the r = 7.5 μm nuclei, deviation from the well-mixed
assumption remains small. From the horizontal and vertical contour plots we observe that the largest
local concentration has shifted to the middle of the side walls, while the lowest concentrations are
in the four inflow jets of the ventilation system and along the room diagonals.

Regime III (Ṽs > 10): We consider even larger droplets, since the LES simulations have re-
vealed small, but nonzero, concentrations of such nuclei within the room. Clearly, the well-mixed
assumption is not appropriate for these large nuclei, since local concentrations can be substantially
larger or smaller than the mean. The pattern is similar to that of intermediate size nuclei, but the
amplitude of variation is much higher. The largest concentrations are near the central portions of
the four walls, which contributes to a long positive tail of the PDF and a positive skewness. Regions
of concentrations that are much lower than the mean are observed in the inflow jet regions and
directly below the ventilation system. For nuclei of size r = 25 μm, it is striking how detrimental
it is for the infected person to stand near the wall, right in the path of the inlet jet. Room-averaged
concentrations [see Figs. 2(A3) and 2(B3)] with such a source placement are 2.5× larger than the
mean concentration. In contrast, the room-averaged concentration when the source moves farther
from the wall can decrease by about an order of magnitude to a value of 0.3〈〈n̂〉〉∞ as indicated by
the dark-blue colored regions.

VI. SOURCE-AVERAGED STATISTICS: SINK PERSPECTIVE

In this section, we consider the receiving person (sink) to be placed at a specific location within
the room. The purpose is to evaluate the virus-laden nuclei concentration that the receiving person
would be subjected to. The concentration is averaged over all possible placements of the infected
person within the room. In the previous section, we raised the following question: Provided the
receiver location is unknown, are there preferred source locations within the room that could
minimize or maximize the probability of infection? We addressed the question by averaging the
nuclei concentration over all possible sink locations. In this section, we ask the inverse question:
Provided the source location is unknown, are there preferred receiver locations within the room
that could minimize or maximize the probability of infection? Here too, we address the question by
averaging over all possible source locations.

Again, we only focus on the steady-state concentration long after the source has entered the
room. We obtain the source-averaged statistics 〈n̂〉so,∞(xsi, r) for the different sizes as a function of
sink location and compare the results with the double-averaged quantity 〈〈n̂〉〉∞(r) = 1/[λ(r)V ].
The ratio Nsi(xsi, r) = 〈n̂〉so,∞(xsi, r)/〈〈n̂〉〉∞(r) is presented in Fig. 3 as a composite plot for the
ACH = 2.5 case. Contours of the 3D field Nsi(xsi, r) are shown as contours at (A) z = 1.6 m (violet
planes) and (B) y = 5m (orange planes), for different nuclei sizes (A1–A3 and B1–B3). We also
plot the PDF of Nsi for each nuclei size sampled over all sink locations within the room. The mean
value of Nsi is 1 by definition. Therefore, regions where Nsi < 1 indicate sink locations that are
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FIG. 3. Concentration from the receiver’s perspective. For the ACH = 2.5 case, composite plot of contours
of Nsi at (A) z = 1.5m (violet planes) and (B) y = 5m (orange planes), for different nuclei sizes (A1–A3 and
B1–B3). Also, for planes A1 to A3, we show the probability density function (PDF) for the scaled concentration
Nsi for each nuclei size in the entire room. Note that the PDFs and contour plots are colored by values of Nsi.
Furthermore, the insets show (C) the standard deviation σsi and (D) absolute value of skewness |Sksi| of the
PDFs as a function of scaled settling Ṽs, for all cases.

relatively less prone to infection. However, regions where Nsi > 1 indicate sink locations that are
relatively more prone to infection.

The inset C shows the standard deviation σsi and the inset D shows the absolute value of skewness
|Sksi| of the PDFs as a function of scaled settling Ṽs. Although there are quantitative differences
between Figs. 2 and 3, the qualitative behavior of nuclei concentration variation within the room is
quite similar. Again the results show three different regimes. Regime I (Ṽs � 1) exhibits a Gaussian-
like distribution with a small constant standard deviation of ≈5% and a left-sided tail (i.e., negative
skewness—see inset D); The small value of σsi reinforces the notion that small nuclei are well-mixed
independent of the sink location. We observe a characteristic cross-pattern formed by the yellow
contour of Nsi in Fig. 2(A1) for the r = 0.1 μm nuclei. Contour lines of ±σsi are also shown. The
negative skewness of the distribution supports the observation of a low concentration in a large
portion of the room, mainly near the walls and along the inlet jets [see Figs. 2(A1) and 2(B1)].

Regime II (1 � Ṽs � 10): σsi increases and skewness decreases up until Ṽs � 10 (demarcated by
the dashed grey lines marked 2), where Sksi ≈ 0. As can be seen from Figs. 2(A2) and 2(B2), for
the r = 15 μm nuclei, deviation from the well-mixed assumption is somewhat larger, and the PDF
acquires a bimodal distribution. From the horizontal contour plot we can observe that the largest
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local concentration has shifted to the corners, while the lowest concentrations are in the four inflow
jets of the ventilation system and directly below the ventilation system. Furthermore, the two modes
of the PDF appear at slightly higher concentrations than ±σsi.

Regime III (Ṽs > 10): The well-mixed assumption is not appropriate, since local concentrations
can be substantially larger or smaller than the mean. Standard deviation seems to start plateauing and
skewness becomes positive [right-sided tail—see Fig. 2(A3)]. The pattern is similar to intermediate
size nuclei, but the amplitude of variation is much higher. The largest concentrations are in the
room corners, which contribute to a long positive tail of the PDF and a positive skewness. Much
lower-than-average concentrations are observed in the inflow jet regions and directly below the
ventilation system.

VII. STATISTICS FOR SPECIFIED SOURCE-SINK SEPARATIONS

In this section we consider specific combinations of source and sink locations and evaluate the
probability of normalized nuclei concentration being substantially different from that of the well-
mixed theory. This approach will allow us to investigate specific source-to-sink distances, such as
2 or 4 m, which was not possible in the earlier sections that involved double (source and sink) or
single (source or sink) averaging. However, the challenge with allowing the source and sink to vary
over all possible locations within the room is that it involves six degrees of freedom (x, y, and z
location of the source and sink) apart from nuclei size. To simplify the analysis, we will consider
the distance between the source and the sink, d = |xsi − xso| to be a key parameter and consider all
source-sink combinations that are separated by a distance d . [72]. The ratio of normalized nuclei
concentration to the double-averaged concentration is defined as

Nd (ξ, r) = [n̂(t → ∞, xsi, xso, r)]d=|xsi−xso|
〈〈n̂〉〉∞(r)

, (15)

where the variable ξ represents the different source-sink combinations that are at a distance d .
Nd (ξ, r) is a random variable in ξ and its statistical properties are described in Fig. 4.

Figures 4(A) and 4(B) show iso-surfaces of Nd (in green), for two different nuclei sizes for a
specific source location within the room. Also presented are spherical surfaces of distance d = 2, 4,

and 8 m. It is clear from the figure that the nuclei concentration can be twice as large as the double-
averaged concentration even for the smallest nuclei sizes at a distance of 4 m and below. The higher
concentration at smaller separation distances is to be expected and will be compensated by lower
than double-averaged concentration for farther separations. This departure from the well-mixed
concentration as a function of source-sink separation distance increases with increasing nuclei size.
As can be expected, the larger nuclei have a higher probability of being closer to the source than
farther away. It is important to note that even the nuclei of radius 12.5 μm have nonnegligible
concentrations away from the source, and it is likely that their influence on pathogen concentration
may need to be accounted for.

Statistics obtained with all possible source locations are shown in Figs. 4(C)–4(E). The average
value 〈Nd〉so obtained by averaging over all possible source locations is shown in Fig. 4(C) plotted
as a function of Ṽs for source-sink separation distances of d = 1, 2, 4, and 8 m. For small nuclei
of size Ṽs � 1, 〈Nd〉so is nearly independent of nuclei size with the concentration being larger than
the double-average for d≈4. Larger nuclei segregate into regions of much higher concentration at
distances smaller than 2 m and much lower concentration at larger distances.

The value of Nd evaluated on a surface separated by a distance d shows substantial variation
which is characterized by the normalized standard deviation σd/〈Nd〉so shown in Fig. 4(D). For
small nuclei of size Ṽs � 1, the standard deviation ranges from 41% of the mean at d = 1m, to about
10% at d = 8 m. For larger nuclei sizes, the standard deviation is substantially larger indicating the
possibility of local source-sink combinations whose probability of viral contagion is far in excess
of the well-mixed prediction.
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FIG. 4. For the ACH = 5 case, iso-surfaces of normalized concentration shown as green surfaces (A) equal
to 1 and 2 times the double-averaged value for r = 0.5 μm and (B) equal to 1 and 7 times the double-averaged
value for r = 12.5 μm. Also shown are the source location and spherical surfaces of distances d =2, 4, and
8 m. Panels C, D, and E, show 〈Nd〉so, σd/〈Nd 〉so, and skewness as a function of normalized settling velocity
for four different source-sink separation distances. In panel C, the region of normalized mean value less than
1.0 is shaded light gray. The value above this shaded region indicates pathogen concentration larger than the
well-mixed value. Insets in panels C and D show the PDF of Nd for (C) r = 0.5 μm and (D) r = 12.5 μm at a
distance of d = 2 m.

Figure 4(E) shows the skewness plotted as a function of Ṽs for the different distances. For small
nuclei, the skewness of the distribution is generally small and positive. The magnitude decreases
with distance and becomes Gaussian-like for d = 4 m and increases again for larger d . For larger
nuclei, with increasing Ṽs, the distributions are highly positively skewed. The PDFs of 〈Nd〉so are
shown as insets of Figs. 4(C) and 4(D), for a few sample cases whose mean, standard deviation, and
skewness can be confirmed in Figs. 4(C), 4(D), and 4(E).

The implication of these results on the well-mixed assumption can be discussed with the follow-
ing example. At a source-sink separation of 2 m, the average concentration of small nuclei of size
Ṽs � 1 is 1.31 with a standard deviation of 0.28, which indicates that a good fraction of source-sink
pairs that are 2 m apart have the nuclei concentration 1.59 times higher than the room-averaged
concentration. For larger nuclei of Ṽs = 10, the mean and standard deviation are 3.15 and 1.2, which
again highlights the substantial probability of finding source-sink pairs with concentrations as high
as 4.35 times that of the room average. We should note here that while the curves in Figs. 4(C),
4(D), and 4(E) are shown for the case of ACH = 5, we again observe similar behavior with the
other cases of ACH = 2.5 and ACH = 10.

VIII. IMPLICATIONS TO SOCIAL DISTANCING GUIDELINES

Our discussions thus far have been focused on fluid dynamical aspects of how the airborne droplet
nuclei spread around the room. To proceed further and evaluate the impact on quantities of ultimate
interest such as CET, additional information is needed.
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Starting from the work of Wells [40], a number of studies [8,45–48] have systematically included
the role of physiological factors (breathing rate and droplet size spectra of typical ejection),
epidemiological factors (viral concentration in the ejecta, infectivity, and susceptibility), and other
factors (filtration efficiency of masks). In this section, we will consider the prediction of airborne
spreading of diseases with the inclusion of the effect of systematic departure from well-mixedness,
established in the previous sections. We will fully adopt the detailed physiological and epidemio-
logical framework of Bazant and Bush [8] and only modify the droplet nuclei concentration from
the well-mixed value to that measured in the present simulations.

Bazant and Bush [8] presented a simplified model of cumulative exposure time (CET). In present
variables, the transient form of this model can be expressed as

(Nτ )wm = ε

Q2
b p2

mCqsr n̂wm(τ )
, (16)

where N is the number of receiving hosts in the room, τ is the maximum safe CET for a risk
tolerance of ε, and the subscript “wm” indicates estimation using the well-mixed theory. Qb is
the breathing rate of the infected person and also the inhalation rate of the receiving host. Here,
pm is the filtration efficiency of the mask, which was taken to be a constant and to be the same
for both the infected and receiving hosts. Cq is the rate of quanta emitted by the infected person
and sr is susceptibility or relative transmissibility (see Ref. [8] for details). The normalized nuclei
concentration n̂wm of the well-mixed model given in Eq. (11) is a function of both the nuclei radius
r and time t . The overbar accounts for the activity of ejection (breathing, speaking, and singing) by
defining the following weighted average

n̂wm(τ ) =
∫ rc

0 n̂wm(τ, r)V (r)Qbnso(r) dr∫ rc

0 V (r)Qbnso(r) dr
, (17)

where nso(r) is the concentration of exhaled nuclei of radius r that remain airborne. We use the same
values of nso(r) as Ref. [8]. This value depends on the activity of ejection and is extracted from the
experimental measurements of Morawska [71]. Following Ref. [8], we have assumed the viral load
per volume at ejection to be independent of droplet size and infectivity to be independent of nuclei
size. The upper limit of the integrals is taken to be rc as predicted by the well-mixed theory.

The above transient analysis was further simplified by Bazant and Bush [8] by considering the
steady-state limit of τ 	 1/[λwm(r → 0)V ]. In the steady limit, n̂wm is only a function of r given
by 1/[λwm(r)V ]. As a result, the weighted average given in Eq. (17) is independent of τ and this
asymptotic value will be denoted as n̂wm∞. Thus, in the steady limit, the plot of occupancy N versus
safe exposure time τ becomes a hyperbola, which for smaller values of τ must be appropriately
replaced with the transient expression given in Eq. (17).

We reduce the effect of departure from well-mixedness to a single multiplicative correction factor
γ with the following definition:

Nτ = 1

γ
(Nτ )wm, (18)

where the cumulative exposure time Nτ takes into account the specific location of the source and
sink. Although Nτ can be defined for any specific combination of source-sink locations, of particular
interest to social distancing guidelines is the correction factor obtained as a function of source-sink
separation distance. Thus, we introduce the following definition of CET as a function of separation
distance d ,

Nτ = ε

Q2
b p2

mCqsr 〈n̂〉d (τ )
, (19)
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where similar to Eq. (17),

〈n̂〉d (τ ) =
∫ rlim

0 〈n̂〉d (τ, r)V (r)Qbnso(r) dr∫ rlim

0 V (r)Qbnso(r) dr
. (20)

In the above, 〈n̂〉d (τ, r) is n̂(t = τ, xsi, xso, r) averaged over all possible source-sink combinations
that are separated by distance d .

The advantage of the correction factor is that it greatly simplifies the complex manner in which
the actual room-scale flow departs from the well-mixed theory into a single parameter. Furthermore,
it can be easily applied on top of the well-mixed theory. For instance, in the example of a typical
American classroom of size 900 ft2 with a teacher plus 19 students, for a modest risk of ε = 10%,
Bazant and Bush [8] estimate the safe exposure time for ACH = 8 to be 7.2 h. With the correction
factor, the effect of departure from well-mixedness will be to change the safe exposure time to
7.2/γ h. Therefore, with a realistic correction factor corresponding to a typical ventilation system,
a safe exposure would be 5.8 h. The correction factor can also be easily used to determine the safe
occupancy limit for a fixed duration such as 15 min by simply dividing the well-mixed prediction
by the correction factor γ .

As per the above transient analysis, the correction factor γ depends on τ (and therefore on N). In
the steady limit, the correction factor becomes a constant which will be denoted as γ∞, whose value
depends only on three sets of information: (i) fluid mechanical information of room shape, size, and
the nature of ventilation, (ii) problem-specific information of where the infected and the receiving
hosts are located (this varies from a classroom to a restaurant to a COVID ward in a hospital) and
the type of mask (N95, surgical, cloth) they are wearing, if any, and (iii) physiological information
through the function nso(r), which measures the volumetric concentration of nuclei of radius r that
remain airborne soon after ejection by the source. Due to the assumption that the viral load and
infectivity are independent of nuclei size, γ is independent of epidemiological factors.

The radius of the largest airborne nuclei rlim plays an important role in the evaluation of γ . Since
departure from well-mixed theory increases with increasing nuclei size, a larger value of rlim will
result in a somewhat larger value of γ . By balancing the time scale of settling and ventilation, Bazant
and Bush [8] defined rc and limited normalized settling velocity of airborne nuclei to be Ṽs � 1.
From the LES it is quite clear that even larger nuclei of 10 times the settling velocity can remain
airborne. In fact, in the context of Fig. 1, it was earlier shown that 〈〈n̂〉〉∞V ∼ r. Therefore, we adopt
a different mechanism for limiting the largest airborne nuclei that was presented in Balachandar
et al. [6]. The droplets at ejection in the upper respiratory tract are substantially larger than their
final airborne nuclei size (droplets are more than an order of magnitude larger than the volume of
the desiccated nuclei). Thus, the size of the largest airborne nuclei rlim was obtained by balancing
evaporation and settling during the early stages when the ejected droplets become evaporated nuclei
[6]. A simple fit of their result yields

rlim = 0.0026 k′0.22 ψ1/3 in m, (21)

where k′ = 4D Nu ln(1 + B)/ρ is the effective coefficient of evaporation (in m2/s) and ψ is the
fractional volume of the final desiccated nuclei compared to the starting droplet volume. In the
expression for k′, D is the diffusion coefficient for water vapor in air, Nu is Nusselt number, B
is Spalding mass number, and ρ is water-to-air density ratio. As discussed in Ref. [65], ambient
temperature and humidity play an important role in determining the value of k′ and rlim. With
k′ = 2.135 × 10−8 m2/s and ψ = 0.01, which corresponds to an ambient condition of somewhere
between dry and humid condition [65], we obtain rlim = 11.5μm.

We shall now evaluate the correction factor for a few different scenarios. First, consider the case
of the source and sink being anywhere in the room but separated by a distance d . Let the infected
person be engaged in one of the following expiratory activities: mouth breathing, nose breathing,
singing, singing softly, speaking, or whispering. The airborne droplet nuclei size spectra [nso(r)]
ejected by these activities is reported in Ref. [71] (also see Fig. 1 of Ref. [8]). The steady-state
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FIG. 5. (A) Steady-state correction factor as a function of source-to-sink distance for different expiratory
activities and at different ACH (solid, dashed, and dotted correspond to ACH of 2.5, 5, and 10, respectively).
(B) Time-dependent correction factor for ACH 10 (solid) and 2.5 (dashed) as a function of exposure time for
distances of d = 1 m (blue), 2 m (green), 4 m (red), and 8 m (black). (C, D) Occupancy vs safe exposure time
plots, similar to those present in Bazant and Bush [8]. Their well-mixed results are shown as lines. The present
results that account for departure from well-mixedness are in symbols. Red: ACH = 8 and Blue: ACH = 0.34.
Solid/square: steady-state analysis; dotted/cross: transient analysis. panel (C) is for the classroom and panel
(D) is for the nursing home. The main frames correspond to “optimal” scenario and the inset of the “2-m-rule”
scenario.

correction factor γ∞ computed for these activities plotted as a function of d for the three different
ACH is shown in Fig. 5(A). The colors indicate the different expiratory activities, and the line types
of solid, dashed, and dotted correspond to the ACH value of 2.5, 5, and 10, respectively. Most
surprisingly, γ∞ depends primarily on the separation distance d and does not vary with ejection
activity. At distances smaller than 2m, the steady-state correction factor is larger than 1.65 and
decreases with increasing distance. The dependence on ACH is weak with a slight reduction with
increasing ACH. The steady-state correction factor becomes equal to unity at a distance of about
5 m at the lower ACH, and at a distance of about 4.5 m at the higher ACH. Thus, at source-sink
separation distances smaller than about 5 m, the well-mixed theory on average under-estimates the
risk of contagion, while for distances larger than about 5 m, the well-mixed theory’s prediction, on
average, is overly restrictive.

The time-dependence of the correction factor is plotted in Fig. 5(B) as a function of τ for
distances between 1 and 8m, for the two different ACH values of 2.5 (dashed) and 10 (solid) and
for the activity of mouth breathing. The behavior of γ can be explained from the fact that it is
the ratio of weighted nuclei concentration evaluated in the simulation 〈n̂〉d to that evaluated with
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the well-mixed theory n̂wm. As per the well-mixed theory, irrespective of the distance d , n̂wm will
become positive instantly as soon as the source is initiated and will start exponentially approaching
the steady-state value. In contrast, in the simulation, 〈n̂〉d remains zero for some positive time,
which corresponds to the time it takes for the nuclei released at the source at t = 0 to reach the sink
location. This is why all the curves in Fig. 5(B) start at zero. For small d , 〈n̂〉d rapidly increases
toward the steady-state value much faster than the rate predicted by the well-mixed theory, resulting
in a sharp peak followed by a slow decay toward the steady-state value that is larger than unity.
For larger d , since γ∞ < 1, the approach to the steady-state value is monotonic. Therefore, for all
ejection activities, at distances shorter than about 2 m, the correction factor is substantially larger at
shorter times. In all cases, the steady-state value seems appropriate for τ � 15 min.

The ease of implementation of the correction factor is further demonstrated by revisiting the
two examples considered by Bazant and Bush [8]. The first is a typical school classroom of area
A = 83.6 m2 and volume V = 301 m3. Following Ref. [8] we consider natural ventilation of ACH =
0.34 and mechanical ventilation of ACH = 8. In calculating the correction factor, we consider two
scenarios: in the optimal scenario, all the occupants are optimally separated and the source-to-
sink distance can be evaluated in terms of occupancy as d = √

A/N . In the 2 m-rule scenario, we
set d = 2 m in evaluating the correction factor. In this scenario, we assume that the source and
sink follow the rule and are separated by only 2 m, even though the room may permit a larger
separation. In both scenarios, we use Eq. (18) to evaluate the corrected safety guideline taking
into account the correction factor, where we have assumed speaking to be the appropriate mode
for a classroom. Following Ref. [8], the calculation uses a transmissibility of 25%, a cloth mask
penetration factor of 30%, and a moderate risk tolerance of 10%. The original safety guideline by
Ref. [8] and the corrected one for optimal scenario are presented in Fig. 5(C) for both the transient
and steady-state analysis. The effect of correction, as can be expected, is to left shift the well-
mixed predictions. At large occupancy, the optimal spacing between the occupants decreases, which
increases the correction factor. As a result, for N = 20 the safe exposure time decreases by about a
factor of 1.65. As occupancy decreases, the optimal d increases and the correction factor decreases.
In fact, in the case of ACH = 0.34 the corrected curve intersects the well-mixed result at large τ .
In this classroom example, since τ is typically large, the correction factor for both the transient and
steady-state analysis are about the same. The inset of Fig. 5(C) shows the results for the 2 m-rule
scenario. In this case, the correction factor remains large even as N decreases to small values and,
as a result, the corrected safety guideline will be lower by a constant value of about 1.65.

The second case considered is a nursing home of A = 22.3 m2 and V = 53.5 m3. Here again,
the following values were taken from Ref. [8]: the transmissibility was set at 100%, the mask
penetration factor at 10%, and the risk tolerance was lowered to 1%. The original [8] and corrected
safety guidelines are presented in Fig. 5(D) for the optimal scenario, with the 2 m-rule scenario
presented in the inset. The results of both the transient and steady-state analyses are presented. The
effect of applying the correction factor is similar and results in the left-shift of the curves in the case
of optimal spacing, and the left-and-down shift of the curves in the case of the 2 m-rule. Since the
safe exposure times are shorter for the nursing home, the effect of correctly using the time-dependent
analysis is significant. In any case, while the well-mixed theory offers a solid foundation, taking into
account the specific details of source-to-sink separation and departure from well-mixedness can be
important. For example, in the transient analysis, for a safe exposure time of 15 min, the occupancy
limit decreases from two patients to only one, thus changing the safety guideline.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We used large eddy simulations with the Euler-Lagrange point-particle approach to assess the
appropriateness of the well-mixed theory in predicting the indoor risk of contagion. We consider
a canonical room of dimensions 10 m × 10 m × 3.2 m with a four-way cassette air conditioning
unit positioned at the center of the ceiling. We take advantage of the one-way coupled nature of
the problem and statistically overload the room with a total of 20 million droplet nuclei of radii
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ranging from 100 nm to 25 μm to obtain well-converged statistics of their dispersion. We assess the
well-mixed theory at four different levels: (i) averaged over all possible locations of the source and
sink, (ii) for a fixed source, averaged over all possible sink locations within the room, (iii) for a fixed
sink, averaged over all possible source locations within the room, and (iv) averaged over all possible
source-sink combinations that are 1 m, 2 m, 4 m, or 8 m apart.

We find the well-mixed theory to be appropriate at level (i) when averaged over all possible
source and sink locations, with the simulation results differing by only a few percent compared to
the well-mixed theory. We do however observe deviations from the well-mixed theory when the
source or sink are chosen to be at particular locations within the room. This is especially apparent
for larger droplet nuclei. More importantly, we demonstrate that at source-sink separation distances
smaller than 5 m, the well-mixed theory on average under-estimates the risk of contagion, while for
distances larger than about 5 m, the well-mixed theory’s prediction on average is overly restrictive.
We propose an easy-to-implement correction factor that can be used to adjust the safe exposure
time or the maximum occupancy limit predicted based on the well-mixed theory. We find this
correction factor to be largely independent of ACH or expiratory activity (such as breathing, talking,
singing, etc.). Another important finding is that we observe an excellent collapse of results across
the different ACH simulations. This implies that the results from a simulation with a particular
ACH value can be used to accurately predict the results for a different ACH value under otherwise
identical conditions.
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include the effect of the jet phase with an analysis similar to that given in Eq. (7) of Ref. [8] (2022).
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